I love computers I find them fascinating and have endless patience with them and the people
who use them. At last count, I have 14 computers of my own, including laptops, desktops, and
have or have had many tablets, and mobile phones. They have a large variety of Operating
Systems including all of the most used Windows editions, Apple, Linux and Ubuntu. I am
familiar with all popular software title and even more that are unpopular. Even when I am not
assisting someone else I am learning more about operating systems, and other software. I am
considered a software expert by a local Computer Shop owner. I started my own business and
contract out to other businesses as needed to be of more benefit to my customers. I do mostly
coaching for software use, operating systems, and Malware- or how to avoid it or recover from
it. I stress making regular backups of your data, and will be happy to discuss the different ways
to do this with you - so you can decide what method would be best.
Animals of all kinds have been a huge part of my life. 10 years ago, [and 70 pounds] ago I was
still breaking and training horses. I've seen most of the state of Arizona and some of California
from the back of a horse, trained and competed in many disciplines including dressage,
hunter-jumper and barrel racing. I gave horsemanship lessons for many years before health
concerns drove me indoors.
I've been married to Mike "Cowboy" McCarty since 1995. I adopted him in 1993. We moved to
RCSD in 2010. Mike was an 'over the road' flatbed truck driver and I only saw him every 4-6
months. Now I am enjoying him being home since he decided to find a local, non-trucking job
with Sam's Club.
I'm not attracted to 'shiny' stuff, but brightly colored things will keep me entertained for hours.
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